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Manipulated Sounds

This teacher’s pack focuses on teaching about Manipulated Sounds. Music that contains 
recorded sounds that have been organised in time and often are manipulated can be 
referred to as ‘Acousmatic Music’. Acousmatic music cannot be played by musicians as it 
does not feature musical instruments as such, although combined forms with 
instrumentalists, known as mixed music, are not uncommon. Presented by loudspeakers 
only, this music challenges traditional ideas of compositions and performances. 

This teacher’s pack aims to provide more information about the project ‘Manipulated 
Sounds – Beginner’ by presenting the educational framework within which this project was 
developed.
The National Curriculum for England outlines three aims for Key Stage 3 Music Teaching. 

Introduction

Aim 1: 
“Perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of 
historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of 
the great composers and musicians.”

Aim 3: 
“Understand and explore how music is created, produced and 
communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions: 
pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and 
appropriate musical notation.”
(Source: Department for Education ‘Music Programme of Study: Key 
Stage 3’, available from: http://tinyurl.com/mlj6vmj [Accessed 
17/02/14])

Aim 2: 
“Learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music 
on their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical 
instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity 
to progress to the next level of musical excellence.”
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Summary
The project starts by challenging listeners to broaden their understanding of music with 
sounds. After an introduction to new ideas regarding the use of sounds in music, featuring 
a group called the Futurists and its important �gures, pupils will be familiarised with new 
sounds formed with the help of technology. Following this, sound manipulation will be 
introduced in order to enable pupils to remember, explain and use di�erent possibilities of 
treating sounds (focusing on reverse, loop, transpose and panning). In order to understand 
the underlying processes of these e�ects, pitch, duration and envelope will be introduced 
in greater detail. The project ends with a composition task in which the pupils can try out 
what they have learned in a creative way.

Assessment
For each unit within the project, the website o�ers multiple-choice quizzes to test the 
knowledge of the pupils and to allow them to progress. Wherever possible, an alternative 
route of assessment is suggested, following the framework ‘Assessment for Learning’. You 
are also welcome to use your own ideas for assessment.

If not stated di�erently, each project will 
require the standard resources, which are:

The website.
Computers connected to the Internet 
and installed with Compose with 
Sounds.
Headphones and headphone splitters 
(depending on how many computers 
are available to your students).

Standard Resources
The following prerequisites are expected 
when completing this intermediate 
project:Basic knowledge of Compose with 

Sounds.
Basic knowledge gained in the Music of 
Sounds project.

Standard Prerequisites
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    Music
Composing a piece: selecting, 
manipulating and organising sound within 
the program Compose with Sounds.

    Listening
Listening to and the description of 
manipulated sounds (listening for 
di�erent properties of sounds).

    ICT 
Using di�erent types of sound 
manipulation within the program 
Compose with Sounds.

Subject skills

Skills
Beyond the knowledge provided, pupils will acquire the following skills over the time of the 
project:

Generic skills
    Listening and responding to:
• Sounds and manipulation techniques.
• Compositions of their peers.
• Compositions provided in the project.

    Reflecting and articulating
• Re�ecting critically on their own
  creative output.
• Re�ecting on their own opinion of
   sounds.

    Sharing and collaborating
• Working together on a composition in a
   group.
• Peer review within the classroom.

    Connecting and creating
• Pupils have to connect what they have
  learned in the project in order to be able   
  to create a piece of music.
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Outline of the pack
Unit 1: New Ideas in Sounds and 
Pierre Schae�er's Musique Concrète

Unit 2: Guided Listening: 
“Deep Pockets”

This activity introduces the pupils to the ideas of Edgard 
Varèse and Pierre Schae�er who, in common with the 
Futurists, wish to enhance the musical material for 
composition by introducing noise and recorded sounds 
into music. This unit o�ers a substantial extended learning 
activity that could be given as homework.
(Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-beginner/2/)

Pupils will have the opportunity to discover di�erent types 
of listening to sounds and music. They will listen to the 
piece Deep Pockets which they might have encountered 
already in the introductory project ‘Music with Sounds’. 
Here, they will revisit this piece to listen out for musical 
elements. (Prior listening to the piece is not essential for this 
unit).

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/new-ideas-in-sound

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/deep-pockets

Unit 3: Exploration of Sounds

Pupils will be introduced into the world of manipulated 
sounds. 4 e�ects are demonstrated on the website: 
1) Reversing a sound (Reverse).
2) Looping a sound (Loop).
3) Transposing the pitch of a sound up and down 
(Transpose).
4) Moving sound in space (left/right) (Pan/panning).

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/exploration-of-sounds
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Unit 4: Properties of Sounds:
Pitch – Duration – Envelope 

This part introduces what causes pitch, discusses what 
happens when pitch changes and sets a listening challenge 
at the end of the unit.

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/pitch

Pitch

This part describes and demonstrates the life of a sound by 
breaking down the envelope of a sound graphically. Two 
phases of a sound will be introduced: attack (the beginning 
of the sound) and sustain (the stable part of the sound). 
Through sound manipulation, both phases can be changed 
which can lead to interesting alterations of a sound. 
Furthermore, reversing and splicing a sound is discussed.

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/envelope

Envelope

Here, the length of a sound is discussed. It will be compared 
to note length within traditional musical notation. Di�erent 
ways of connecting individual sounds are introduced 
(smooth transition, detached transition) and an activity, to 
group sounds into di�erent categories of duration, will 
round o� this short unit.

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/duration

Duration
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Within the pack, there are a number of options to explore together with either the science 
or the art department of your school. The introduction to the properties of sounds could be 
used in physics lessons, and the composition challenge 2-4-1 would o�er plenty of 
opportunities to collaborate with the art department. Please �nd some suggestions at the 
end of the activities.

Options for Cross-Curricular teaching

Unit 5: Free Sounds

This unit o�ers a complete set of sounds (soundpack Free 
Sounds) with which to compose a piece of music. You can 
download the soundpack here   and let the pupils try out 
the e�ects and manipulation techniques they have learned 
in the previous units. Additionally, the teacher’s pack o�ers 
a composition task (composition challenge 2-4-1) that you 
can follow.

      Direct Link: https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/free-sounds
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This activity introduces the pupils to the 
ideas of Edgard Varèse and Pierre 
Schae�er who, in common with the 
Futurists, wished to enhance the musical 
material for composition by introducing 
noise and recorded sounds into music. 
This unit o�ers a substantial extended 
learning activity that could be given as 
homework.

Unit 1
New Ideas In Sound
and Pierre Schae�er's 
Musique Concrète

        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/new-ideas-in-sound

Summary

This unit focuses on broadening the 
minds of pupils regarding their 
understanding of music and the use of 

Aim

Check sound �les and make sure that 
you can play sounds in the classroom 
for the pupils. You might want to get 
headphones (and headphone splitters) 
in case pupils are working on their own.
If you follow (3b) in the ‘Step-by-step 
Procedure’, you will need to get pen 
and paper for the pupils.

This activity links to the �rst and third aim 
of the National Curriculum for England, to 
“[…] listen to, review and evaluate music 
across a range of historical periods, 
genres, styles and traditions, including 
the works of the great composers and 
musicians”. Also, to “understand and 
explore how music is created, produced 
and communicated, including through 
the inter-related dimensions: pitch, 
duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, 
texture, structure and appropriate 
musical notation”. (Department for 
Education ‘Music Programme of Study: 
Key Stage 3’)

Preparation

Links to 
National Curriculum

Resources
Computers / Smart Board

Loudspeakers

If you follow 3b) paper and pens for 

pupils

Time: 30 minutes

Prerequisites: None
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All pupils will be aware of the impact that the development of recording technology has 
had on music and will have listened to a piece of acousmatic music.
Most pupils will be able to explain the three main creative streams, namely the group 
‘Futurists’ (who rejected all tradition), the composer Edgard Varèse (who widened traditional 
limitations and brought new sounds into the orchestra) and the composer and radio 
engineer Pierre Schae�er (who used technology in order to allow sounds to be appreciated 
musically). 
Some pupils will know details about the genre Musique Concrète (extended learning 

Learning Outcomes

When using non-abstract sounds, always let the pupils identify the sound 
source �rst. When using an abstract sound, ask the pupils what the sound 
reminds them of. Then all together, deliberately try to ignore the sound source 
and its connotations, and concentrate on the musical parameters of the sound, 
such as pitch or rhythm. This way, the class will avoid thinking about the sound 
source.

You might want to start listening to music with an Ear Cleaning Exercise from 

Teacher’s Tips
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Do these sounds sound like anything that you have heard before?

Where do the sounds come from? 

How were the sounds created?

Answer: Recording technology captured the sounds, and sound editing programs on the 
computer were used to transform them.

Introduction

1. Ask the class to list sounds that are not musical instruments.
2. Play the sounds provided on the website at the very beginning of the 
unit, and discuss: 

?

What sounds do you encounter today? Is the world today slower or faster than 
at the end of the 19  /beginning of the 20   century?

Do you know any music that does not use the traditional orchestral sounds as 

described by Russolo? (Instruments played with the bow, plucked instruments, 

brass instruments, woodwinds and percussion.) Do you know any music that 

features only the sounds of the second example? How about pop music, where 

does this �t in?

Appreciating All Sounds: After the listening exercise: 

New Music for a New Age: 

?

?

?
?

Main

3. The next part of the unit describes the development from instrumental 
music to the use of sounds in music. You could either (a) present this on 
the smart board or (b) let each pupil explore on their own.

(a) Go through the paragraphs and read out the information. At the end of each paragraph 
ask questions to make the information meaningful:

th th
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Plenary

4. Say to the class: “Recording technology changed music forever. Any 
sound can now be captured, controlled and organised to create new 
works. It allows us to do things with sound that were never before 

Appreciating All Sounds: Before you start this paragraph, play a round of ‘All you 
know’:

After completing the paragraph, compare with your own categories.
New Sounds from New Technology: See (a)

?

(b) New Music for a New Age: Task for pupils: 

In 60 seconds write down, as fast as you can, all the sounds you can imagine.  

Make a �ow chart to demonstrate the development of the use of sounds in 
music. Ask the pupils to �ll in the chart with everything they �nd within this unit. 
They might want to draw the new technological inventions related to the 
Futurists, Varèse and the new compositional approach of Schae�er.

Now, try to categorise them into instruments, voice and other sounds. Have you 
found another category?

?

?

New Sounds from New Technology:

If you were to make a piece with sounds from your city, which sounds would you 
use?

After listening to ‘Étude aux chemins de fer’: 
Can you hear where the piece was recorded? If you try not to think about the 
sound sources (e.g. the train, whistle, tracks), can you hear di�erent pitches? Can 
you hear di�erent rhythms?

possible. It lets us break free from the limitations of tradition.  Computers provide everyone 
with access to tools for sound transformation and organisation, opening up the full world of 
sounds to all.”
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? Discuss what this means. Which things weren’t possible in the past? (For 
example, recording sounds and playing them back, adding sounds to music, 
making music that is created entirely from sounds.) Why would it have been 
di�cult for your parents or grandparents to make such music? (Possible answer: 
because equipment was not available; because this type of music is not very 
well known.)

Assessment ideas have been included into the step-by-step procedure (for example, ‘All you 
know’ and the creation of a �ow chart). Additionally, pupils can complete a summative 
assessment in the form of a quiz online.

Pierre Schae�er called his music ‘musique concrète’. Learn more about him and his 
music here: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/manipulated-beginner/2/

Extended Learning Activity 

Assessment 

Time for
Reflection

Discuss why we do not normally listen to sounds musically. Evolution has 
trained us to identify potential dangers. If we hear a lion, and start listening 
to the pitch, rhythm and duration of the roar of that lion, instead of 

realising that this means danger, we might get eaten. This also applies to the listening for 
cars on a road, trains at an unguarded level crossing, etc. Therefore, using sound in music 
provides us with information that we normally do not associate with music. However, once 
we learn to listen musically to these sounds (as in, listening out for pitch, duration, timbre, 
etc.), we can start to ignore the information that the sound gives us (for example, “this is a 
dog”) and concentrate more on the musical aspects of it.
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Pupils will have the opportunity to 
discover di�erent types of listening to 
sounds and music. They will listen to the 
piece “Deep Pockets” which they might 
have encountered already in the 
introductory project ‘Music of Sounds’. 
Here, they will revisit this piece to listen 
out for musical elements. (Prior listening 
to the piece is not essential for this unit.)

Unit 2
Guided Listening:
“Deep Pockets”
Summary

This activity aims to introduce and 
practice di�erent listening strategies to 
the pupils. This will help the pupils to 
appreciate sound-based music. 

Aim

        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/deep-pockets

Start Compose with Sounds (CwS) and 
load the internal kitchen library into a 
session or download some sounds from 
the Freesound archive.

Preparation

This activity links to the �rst and third aim 
of the National Curriculum for England, to 
“[…] listen to, review and evaluate music 
across a range of historical periods, 
genres, styles and traditions, including 
the works of the great composers and 
musicians”. Also, to “understand and 
explore how music is created, produced 
and communicated, including through 
the inter-related dimensions: pitch, 
duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, 
texture, structure and appropriate 
musical notation”. (Department for 
Education ‘Music Programme of Study: 
Key Stage 3’)

Links to the
National Curriculum

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in 

Introduction

Time: 30 minutes

Prerequisites: None
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All pupils will know that there are di�erent ways to listen to sounds and sound-based 
music. 
Most pupils will know that musical listening is the recommended way to listen to 
acousmatic music and will be able to apply the musical listening strategy.
Some pupils will be able to listen to “Deep Pockets” in a fully musical listening approach.

Learning Outcomes

This activity is a basic listening training that can be applied to all listening 
situations in your classroom. It will help the pupils to focus on their listening 
which also will be bene�cial when listening to classical music. You could 
incorporate more of the listening exercises described below into your daily 
teaching. It will enhance concentration and the ability to listen out for details.

Teacher’s Tips
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Start the lesson with an the following exercise: ask the class to close 
their ears with their hands for 60 seconds (if that’s too long for your class, 
start with 30 and work your way up day by day). They can choose if they 

Main

3. Explain to the class: there is not just one single way to listen to music or 
sounds. What they just did in the previous step was contextual listening – 
listening out for the source of the sounds. This is what we do naturally. It 

2. Then, listen to “Deep Pockets”, following the guided listening. Discuss what sounds are 
used in the piece – do you recognise any?

Plenary

4. Discuss:

4. When the pupils got the hang of it, listen again to the piece “Deep Pockets”, but this time 
with the task to employ musical listening. How does this change the listening to the piece? 

? Was this di�erent than listening to the piece at the beginning 
of the lesson? Where did you hear di�erent rhythms? Where 
did you hear di�erent pitches?

would like to stick their �ngers in their ears or if they would like to close them with �at or 
cupped hands. After 60 seconds remove the hands and you will hear the world ‘afresh’ (R. 
Murray Shafer, called this ear cleaning).

helps us not get run over by a car (or in ancient times not to be eaten by a wild animal).
However, we can also do musical listening. This is when we listen for the musical properties 
of a sound, for example pitch, rhythm or texture. 
Play a few sounds to them and ask them to identify musical parameters in a sound. You 
could use the ‘internal kitchen’ sound library in CwS or download your own sounds from the 
Freesound Archive (https://www.freesound.org/). Choose sounds that are obviously 
rhythmically (for example, a ping pong ball) or vary in pitch (for example, a siren) to make it 
easy.
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Time for
Reflection

Discuss with the class: 

? Have you ever listened like this before? How did this make you 
feel? Were you aware of di�erent listening strategies before 
this lesson?

You could give the following task as homework: 

On your way home, try to listen to the sounds around you and try out if can use the musical 
listening strategy for a few seconds. Make sure it is safe with the tra�c, so that you don’t get 
hurt. Notice the di�erent pitches and rhythms around you. How many layers of sounds can 
you �nd?

Extended Learning Activity 

None

Assessment 
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Pupils will be introduced into the world of 
manipulated sounds. Four e�ects are 
demonstrated on the website: 
1) Reversing a sound (Reverse).
2) Looping a sound (Loop).
3) Transposing the pitch of a sound up 
and down (Transpose).
4) Moving sound in space (left/right, 
pan/panning).

Unit 3
Exploration of Sounds

          Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/exploration-of-sounds

Summary

This unit aims to make pupils familiar with 
the sound of transformed and 
manipulated sounds. Pupils will listen to 
sounds, transform them and thereby 
create new sounds.  The introduction to 
the idea of experimentation and 
transformation aims to build up ideas for 
the composition process in Unit 5. 

Aim

Check the sounds.
Load Compose with Sound software 
onto computers (available for free from            
http://cws.dmu.ac.uk).

This activity links to the second aim of the 
National Curriculum for England, to “[…] 
create and compose music on their own 
and with others, have the opportunity to 
learn a musical instrument, use 
technology appropriately and have the 
opportunity to progress to the next level 
of musical excellence”. (Department for 
Education ‘Music Programme of Study: 
Key Stage 3’)

Preparation

Links to 
National Curriculum

Resources
Website

Computer

Loudspeaker

Compose with Sounds software

Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
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After the completion of this unit:
All pupils will know how recorded sounds can be manipulated. 
Most pupils will be able to experiment with pre-recorded sounds using the software 
Compose with Sounds, applying the e�ects: loop, reverse, transpose and pan. 
Some pupils will be able to explain �lters and splicing.

Learning Outcomes

Alternatively, or as an extended learning, activity you could play the game 
‘Sample Dominoes’ which you can �nd at the end of the teacher’s pack under 
‘Additional Learning Material’.

Teacher’s Tips
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Play a reversed sound to the class (you can use the example from the 
website). Let them guess what it is. Can they guess what happened to the 
sound? (Reverse e�ect)

2. Introduce the learning activity with:
Sounds can be changed and transformed into new sounds. (For instance, the example you 
heard at the beginning sounds completely di�erent from its original.) This allows for more 
variety when using sounds for composition. We will now look at di�erent e�ects which we 
can use to manipulate sounds.

Main

3. Task: All pupils should read through the website in their own time and 
listen to the examples

Plenary

4. Discuss what you have heard on the website. 

Time for
Reflection

Pupils can try out e�ects in Compose with Sounds (CwS) and search for more e�ects in the 
software.  See ‘Additional Learning Activities: Sound Manipulation’.
Can they describe the additional e�ects and what would they use them for?

Extended Learning Activity 

? Have you come across any of these sounds before? Where can 
you hear them? Where would sound e�ects be used (cinema 
sounds, TV sounds – for example, the boosting of the sound of 
a football shot)?

? In what way might the use of sound e�ects enhance the 
musical characteristics of a sound?
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Assessment
You could use the method ‘Minute Paper’ to assess your pupils’ learning. Pupils will write 
down what they have learned today within 60 seconds. In this time, they should meet the 
following assessment criteria:
All will be able to list the e�ects introduced in this unit and explain how they change 
sounds. Most will also be able to mention an example where they have heard similar 
e�ects.
Some will be able to mention other sound e�ects.
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This part introduces what causes pitch, 
discusses what happens when pitch 
changes and sets a listening challenge at 
the end of the unit.

Pitch

Unit 4
Properties of Sounds:
Pitch – Duration – Envelope

        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/pitch

Summary

This unit aims to equip the pupils with the 
necessary knowledge to understand the 
properties of sounds and how they can be 
controlled. Furthermore, by looking at the 
properties of sounds and how they can be 
manipulated, the pupils’ creative thinking 
about a sound will be enhanced.

Aim

None

Preparation

Here, the length of a sound is discussed. It 
will be compared to note length within 
traditional musical notation. Di�erent 
ways of connecting individual sounds are 
introduced (smooth transition, detached 
transition) and an activity to group 
sounds into di�erent categories of 
duration will round o� this short unit.

Duration
        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/duration

This part describes and demonstrates the 
life of a sound by breaking down the 
envelope of a sound graphically. Two 

Envelope
        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/envelope

phases of a sound will be introduced: 
attack (the beginning of the sound) and 
sustain (the stable part of the sound). 
Through sound manipulation, both 
phases can be changed. This can lead to 
interesting alterations of a sound. 
Furthermore, reversing and splicing a 
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To make the listening examples more meaningful, you could record sounds 
from the school (like the school bell, the sound of the playground or your voice). 
In Compose with Sounds you will �nd all the tools to manipulate the sounds, in 
a similar manner to the examples on the website.

Teacher’s Tips

Resources
The three learning objects: 

Pitch 

Duration

Envelope

Please see ‘Summary’ for direct links.

Time: One lesson of 60 minutes

Prerequisites: It is recommended 

to complete Units 1 and 2 

beforehand; however, detached from 

this scheme of work, the three 

learning objects could be completed 

without any prerequisites (for 

example, in a physics lesson).

This activity links to the third aim of the 
National Curriculum for England, to 
“understand and explore how music is 
created, produced and communicated, 
including through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, structure and 
appropriate musical notation”.

Links to 
National Curriculum

After completion, all pupils will be able 
to analyse and recognise di�erences in 
pitch, duration or amplitude.
Most pupils will be able to analyse and 
recognise di�erences in all three 
categories (pitch, duration and envelope).
Some pupils will be able to distinguish 
between small changes in pitch and 
duration.

Learning Outcomes
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Introduce the learning activity with:
The previous unit has shown us that there are di�erent e�ects that can 
change sounds. What exactly is changed in a sound? Each sound has 

Main

2. In this part, you are going to either (a) explain to the pupils about 
properties of a sound selected for this unit or (b) let pupils discover them 
in a self-directed learning process.

(a) 

di�erent properties, including, but not limited to, pitch and duration. Furthermore, each 
sound has a beginning, a middle and an end. If you want to look at this closely, you look at 
the envelope of a sound.

In three short talks present the content of the three learning objects (websites 
on pitch, duration and envelope) on the white board. Listen to the examples 
and discuss what they hear.

(b) 

Task:
In three groups, look at the properties of a sound and the envelope (Group 1 
Pitch, Group 2 Duration, Group 3 Envelope). Each group will create a short 
presentation on their subject and present it at the end of the lesson. Pupils can 
use the website to see examples and explanations for everything. 

Plenary

4. Discuss with the pupils:

?

?

?

Can you in�uence the pitch with your voice? (Sliding up and 
down with your voice)
Can you in�uence duration with your voice? (Sing long and 
short notes)
Can you change the envelope with your voice? (Can you 
change the attack of your voice? Try di�erent consonants and 
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Time for
Reflection

?

?

What are di�erent properties of sounds? Why is it important to 
be aware of them?
Do you know any more properties of sounds? Can you 
demonstrate these with your voice too?

Thinking Challenge: To what extent does shaping sounds with the help of sound 
manipulation di�er from composing for multiple instruments (such as an orchestra or in a 

Extended Learning Activity 

Each student writes a question that assesses what they have learned onto a piece of paper. 
All papers are collected in and shu�ed. Now each student takes a question and answers it 
immediately. The best question and best answer could win a reward. To speed things up, 
you could select three questions and answer them with the entire class. You will still be able 
to look at the other questions later.

Assessment 
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This unit o�ers a complete set of sounds 
(the ‘Free Sounds’ soundpack) with which 
to compose a piece of music. You can 
download the soundpack here and let the 
pupils try out the e�ects and 
manipulation techniques they have 
learned in the previous units. Additionally, 
the teacher’s pack o�ers a composition 
task (Composition Challenge 2-4-1) that 
you can follow.

Downlaod the ‘Free Sounds’ soundpack: 
http://cws.dmu.ac.uk/EN/17

        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/free-sounds

Summary

This activity aims at engaging the pupils 
in a creative process, using all they have 
learned in the previous units. In a playful 
way, they will be guided to compose a 
piece by following the ‘2-4-1 Composition 
Challenge’.

Aim

Load software Compose with Sound 
onto computers (available for free from            
http://cws.dmu.ac.uk).

Gather objects to record or choose 
downloads from the Compose with 
Sounds website.

Preparation

Resources
Sounds (either recorded or 

downloaded from Compose with 

Sounds).

Compose with Sounds software 

installed on computers.

Headphones and headphone 

Time: One lesson of 60 minutes. 

This lesson plan can be extended 

beyond the classroom activity and 

will allow pupils to continue their 

work during lunchtime or at home.

Prerequisites: 
Units 1-3 of project Acousmatic 

Music Beginner.

Basic knowledge of Compose with 

Sounds software. 

Unit 5
Free Sounds
(2-4-1 Composition Challenge)
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This activity links to the second aim of the National Curriculum for England, to “[…] create 
and compose music on their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical 
instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the 
next level of musical excellence”.

After completing this part of the project:
All pupils will be able to plan, structure and compose a piece of acousmatic music using 
manipualated sounds. 
Most pupils will further be able to collaborate with another pupil, provide feedback on 
other pupils’ works and receive feedback from their peers. 

Links to National Curriculum

Learning Outcomes

The compositions of the 2-4-1 challenge could be created in collaboration with 
the art department. What are they working on currently? Why not take four 
sounds that �t into a given work of art and then present the artwork together 
with the compositions in an exhibition?

You could also contact a local art gallery to see whether they would be 
interested to play your class’s compositions in their current exhibition.

Teacher’s Tips
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What types of beginnings and endings have they heard? Will theirs be sudden 
or smooth?
Where will the climax be in their piece? Is there just one or can there be many?
Encourage the pupils to use the e�ects Compose with Sounds o�ers. Who can 
make a piece where you cannot hear what the original sounds were?
Get inspiration from the composition tips on the EARS 2 website (Create > 
Composition Tips).

Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Record sounds with the class or choose one of the soundpacks on the 
Compose with Sounds website. 
 

Main

4. After splitting the group up into pairs, each pair of composers chooses 
their four favourite sounds to work with. Ideally, the sounds would not be 

2. All sounds need to be available for all pupils (for example, via a shared drive).

3. Listen to the sounds as a class. Together, can you identify what the main property is for 
each sound? This way you will point them towards an e�cient way of listening to the sounds 
and they will also have a common understanding of what you are listening for in a sound.

too similar, as it will be very di�cult to work with four very short sounds or four long drones. 
As a rule of thumb: one long sound, one short sound, one with an interesting rhythm (or 
that could be repeated to create an interesting rhythm) and one with a high or low pitch.

6. In the middle of the composition process, play the pieces to each other and think about 
them: What is working really well? Where would some improvements be needed?

?

?
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Plenary

7. When �nished, present all pieces to one another. Use the peer review 
process outlined under ‘Assessment’.

8. Discuss the feedback.

9. Create a compilation as a gift for the pupils.

While composing keep a composition diary: write down which sound you 
have chosen, how you manipulated it and the rationale for using and 
changing it. What function does it play in your composition? Does it set the 

Try to take the same sounds and the same manipulation techniques. Can you make a piece 
that sounds totally di�erent? What happens if you start with your last sound? 

Extended Learning Activity

Peer-review assessment:
Each composer pair listens to one composition of another composer pair. When they have 
�nished listening, they will give feedback using the method 2 stars and a wish: point out two 
good things about the composition (two stars) and one thing that you wished they would 
have done di�erently (a wish).

Assessment

Time for
Reflection

mood? Does it function as transition? Is it at the start or the end of the piece?
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This activity will deepen the skill of 
musical listening by creating a 
collaborative composition based on the 
rules of dominoes.

Additional Learning Activities

Activity: Sample Dominoes

Summary

This activity trains the skill of musical 
listening, especially for the musical 
parameters, pitch and rhythm. By creating 
a class composition, it also focuses on 
collaborative composition. Furthermore, 
it features sound recording and sound 
manipulation (both optional).

Aim

Gather objects to record or choose a 
soundpack from the Compose with 
Sounds website (http://cws.dmu.ac.uk).

Preparation

Resources
Loudspeaker for computers 

Sounds

Computer for each pupil

Board/Large sheets of paper

Board Marker/Marker Pen

Recording equipment (see list of 

recommended equipment)

Soundpacks from Compose with 

Sounds website (as back-up)

Time: 2 lessons of 45 minutes or one 

lesson of 90 minutes (with recording 

of samples).

1 lesson of 45 minutes if 

pre-recorded samples are used.

This activity can be used after the unit ‘Exploration of Sounds’ or before completing the 
composition task at the end of the project. It aims to deepen the skills of musical listening 
and the using of e�ects to transform sounds.

Prerequisites: Unit 3 of the project 

Acousmatic Music Beginner.
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This activity links to all three aims of the National Curriculum, to “[…] listen to, review and 
evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including 
the works of the great composers and musicians”. Also, to “[…] create and compose music 
on their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use 
technology appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the next level of 
musical excellence”. Finally, to “understand and explore how music is created, produced 
and communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration, 
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical notation”.

After completion all pupils will have trained to recognise pitch and rhythm within a sound. 
Most pupils will be able to apply the strategy of musical listening to the process of the 
game. Some pupils will be able to transfer these skills to the composition task in this 

Links to National Curriculum

Learning Outcomes
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Main

6. Now ask one pupil to play one of their samples. Like playing dominoes, 
the class now needs to search for a sound that has similar musical 
characteristics - concentrating on pitch and rhythm.

7. If a pupil thinks their sound �ts, s/he raises their hand and will then play it. If more than 
one pupil suggests a sample to follow the previous sounds, let the class decide. After a 
matching sound is played, the same pupils will play their other sound and the process is 
r e p e a t e d .

8. Create a score on the board by writing down the numbers.

9. Are there any sounds left over that do not �t into the composition? Decide with the class 
what to do with them. Can someone manipulate them so that they match? Or would you 
like to deliberately have something in the score that does not �t? Would you like to include 

1. Ask each pupil to bring along an object which makes a sound. Explore 
the sounds of the objects brought and record them. Good objects to 
record include glasses, �icking through books, bubble wrap, rice, bottles 

2. Upload the recording of the objects on a computer and cut out all the samples that will 
be used. You will need twice as many di�erent samples as there are pupils. You can use the 
Compose with Sounds software to edit the sounds and to make sound cards with each 
sample.

3. Each pupil will have two samples and will listen to them a number of times, so that they 
are absolutely familiar with them.

4. All sounds are going to be played individually to the whole class, so the whole class 
knows the selection of sounds.

5. Give each sample a number.

�lled with water, paper shu�ing, bells, a ticking clock, etc.  

Introduction
/Preparation
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10. Play the Sound Dominoes Composition you have made with the class. You could record 
the performance with the class to give them as a gift. Practising the score of the sounds a 
few times before you record it might be a good idea.

Plenary
? 11. Discuss the process with the pupils. Why were they 

choosing one sample over another? Did they enjoy this way of 
making music?

Keep a box of recordable objects so that you can help out, in case your pupils 
forget to bring an object.

Avoid traditional musical instruments (including percussion instruments) at this 
stage, as the aim of this activity is to discover musical parameters in sounds all 
around us.

If you do not want to record, you can also download soundcard packs from the 
Compose with Sounds website or make your own sample library with sounds 
from the Freesound Archive (see links). Good sounds would be all sounds that 
prominently feature one or two musical characteristics (a low drone, a speedy 
rhythm, any interesting texture, etc.).

Make sure the samples are relatively short. Remember everything you have 
recorded you need to listen back to in real time. If the samples are more than a 
few seconds, the creation of the composition can take up a lot of time just by 
playing and listening to the sounds.

Teacher’s Tips
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Listen back to the recording of the performance:

Time for
Reflection What are your thoughts about the piece? 

Where would be a good place to play the piece? How would it 
be performed? For example, as a CD presented by 
loudspeakers, or as a ’computer orchestra’ where di�erent 
computers are used to play ? Have you ever considered a 
computer to be a musical instrument?
What do you think about a piece of music that cannot be 
notated with traditional musical notation?

?
?

?

Take the ‘left-over sounds’ (if any), and use sound manipulation to make them �t with the 
other sounds. This could include pitch, shift or time stretch in the Compose with Sounds 
software.

Extended Learning Activity 
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This activity focuses on ‘messing around 
with sounds’ to start a creative process. 
Often pupils cannot imagine the multiple 
opportunities sound manipulation o�ers. 
This activity can be completed in 
connection with either Unit 3 or 5 of the 
Project Pack Acousmatic Music Beginner.

Activity: Sound Manipulation
Summary

This activity will introduce the di�erent 
ways of changing a sound, by using the 
e�ects of the Compose with Sounds 
software. The aim is to get engaged with 
sounds and lose the potential fear of 
dealing with technology.

Aim

Load Compose with Sounds Software 
onto the computers you are going to 
work with.
Read through the list of e�ects on: 

Preparation

Resources
Sounds (or default sound pack from 

Compose with Sounds)

Compose with Sounds software

Time: One lesson of 45 minutes

Prerequisites: None

This activity links to the second aim of the 
National Curriculum for England, to “[…] 
create and compose music on their own 
and with others, have the opportunity to 
learn a musical instrument, use 
technology appropriately and have the 
opportunity to progress to the next level 
of musical excellence”. (Department for 
Education ‘Music Programme of Study: 

Links to 
National Curriculum

After completion, all pupils will have an 
overview of the e�ects available in 
Compose with Sounds and are able to 
work with the software. 
Most pupils will work comfortably with 
the software. 
Some pupils will be able to help those 
who struggle.

Learning Outcomes 

http://cws.dmu.ac.uk/cwshelp/help_e/effects.html
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Main

4. The pupils should now try out di�erent e�ects and listen to their sounds. 
If they �nd something that the whole class should be listening to, they 

7. At the end of the lesson, play the sounds pupils found most interesting 
or funny. 

Introduction

1. Open a new project in Compose with Sounds:
File > New from Template

Choose: Level 3 > Default Internal Kitchen Library (or if you have a bank of sound �les 
available for all pupils (for example via a shared drive or on a USB stick) you can choose 
‘Level 3 Default’. If you would like the pupils to have fewer e�ects available, you can restrict 
them by starting them on Level 1 or 2.

2. Each pupil (or each pair) should choose sounds they like and drag them into di�erent 
lanes.

3. Explain to the pupils how they get to the manipulation window:
Drag a soundcard into a lane, double-click on a sound, click on the + symbol and choose 
from the list.

could raise their hand, explain what they have been doing and play their sounds to the class.

5. From time to time, stop the class and ask what their favourite e�ect is and make sure 
everyone tries it out. How do di�erent sounds with the same e�ect sound? Can everyone 
play a sound backwards?

6. Encourage the pupils to try out what di�erent combinations of sounds sound like. What 
happens when you change the gain of one sound, but not of the other? 

Plenary
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If some pupils are getting restless or have tried out e�ects before, let them compose a piece. 
Take inspiration at the Composition Tips on EARS 2:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/learning-object/composition-tips/

Try out a game: A pupil or you take a sound and manipulate it, so that it becomes 
unrecognisable. It is important to keep track of any step that has been done. So, instead of 
treating one sound multiple times, copy it, insert it and then add the next e�ect. As soon as 
the sound is not recognisable anymore, play it to the class. They have to guess what the 
original sound was. If they cannot guess it, go back one step and tell them which e�ect you 
have taken away, until they can guess. 

Further Activity 

Give out cards with challenges. For example: “Make one sound a 
background sound.” “What e�ect would you need to use?” “Can you play it?” 
Find more challenges by looking at each of the e�ects.

Time for
Reflection

Using the sound of spoken words often engages pupils. If pupils can work with 
their own voice, they will create a direct relation to their sound �le.

Try to reuse sounds you have worked with before. If you have done the ‘Sample 
Domino’ with your class, you should have plenty of sounds available.

Dealing with sound �les, especially sharing with a whole class, can take a long 
time. To save time, you could prepare USB sticks or put the samples on a shared 
drive before the lesson. 

Teacher’s Tips



To �nd out about pricing and purchasing visit: 
https://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk

For more information about other packs: 
https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/teacherspacks 

website: https://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk


